
 
 
 
 
 
 

Terra 52 

 
Terra 52 interconnects take the dynamic sound of WireWorld’s Flat DNA cable design all the way down to the price of generic cables. 
The Terra 52 features mounded gold plated plugs. 
 
Cable Dimensions: 3.5mm (T) x 10.5mm (W) 

Specification 

Construction: Flat Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM (FDNA) 

Conductor type: Oxygen-Free copper (OFC) 

Insulation:  High-density polyethylene (HDPE) 

Plug contacts:  Gold plated brass 

Connectors: Moulded, gold/nickel plated brass 

Available length:  1.0m, 2.0m, 3.0 & 6.0m only 

Available terminations:  RCA-RCA (interconnect). F-RCA to 2x M-RCA &  M-RCA to 2xF-RCA (adaptor 20cm) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Luna 52 

 
With the highest quality materials and most advanced design in its price range, Luna 52 interconnect is the cable of choice for 
champagne quality sound on a beer budget. The Luna 52 features Gold TubeTM for a pure copper signal path. 

“This 1m interconnect is in a much lower price bracket than the other three, but it still gives a balanced, enjoyable sound.” 
 
Verdict: Don’t let the cheap price tag deceive you – the Luna 5 from Wireworld is a very solid budget performer. 
 
What Hi-Fi? SV, June ’05   
(Group included: Abbey Road Monitor Starquad £101, Black Rodium Ploar Rhythm £135, van den Hul Integration Hybrid £140 & 
Wireworld Luna £30) 
 “It’s also, we recon, a bit of a bargin with sound that extends effortlessly into the far treble and notably authoritatively in the bass too. 
We tried it in various situations and came out as a highly neutral and natural-sounding performer every time. Strongly recommended 
even for upmarket systems.” 

Hi-Fi Choice, Nov ‘05  

 
Specification 

Construction: Flat Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM (FDNA) 

Conductor type: Oxygen-Free copper (OFC)  

Insulation:  High-density polyethylene (HDPE) 

Plug contacts:  Gold/silver plated OFC 

Connectors: Gold TubeTM 

Available length:  1.0m,  other lengths to order 

Available terminations:  RCA-RCA only 



 
 

Solstice 52 

 
The Solstice 52 utilizes silver-clad OFC conductors in WireWorld’s unique FDNA cable design, to increase the clarity and dynamic 
punch of home theatre system. The Solstice 52 features Gold TubeTM for a pure copper signal path. 

"Superb detail and stereo imaging over the entire spectrum, 
coupled with articulate bass and excellent timing." 

 

AV Review, Aug '08 

Specification 

Construction: Flat Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM (FDNA) 

Conductor type: Oxygen-Free copper silver-clad (OFC Au)  

Insulation:  High-density polyethylene (HDPE) 

Plug contacts:  Gold/silver plated OFC 

Connectors: Gold TubeTM 

Available length:  0.5m & 1.0m,  other lengths to order 

Available terminations:  RCA-RCA only 
 
 



Oasis 52 

 
Oasis 52 is the least expensive cable that utilizes WireWorld’s superior Helical Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM cable design and Silver 
TubeTM plugs to dramatically improve the definition and dynamics of popularly-priced AV systems. 

The Oasis is also available as balanced XLR.   
 
“The result is uncanny openness and smoothness. It’s disarmingly neutral, in a way that few others [such as VdH and LFD cables at 
over twice the price] are. There’s an eerie lack of glint and sheen – no chrome plated midband, spitty treble or leaden bass here! 
Rather, the music flows forth largely untrammelled, with tremendously accurate tonal colouring. Bass is wonderfully liquid – not boomy 
or overblown, but natural and fluid sounding. The result is an extremely self effacing and transparent cable.” 
 
“A seriously big hitter for the money, and as such comes heartily recommended.” 
 
Hi-Fi World and Computer Audio – February 2004     
 
“There’s plenty of detail and excellent imaging, but also a distinct dark tonal character that is something of an acquired taste.” 
 
Audiofile Essentials 
Hi-Fi Choice Nov ‘04 

Specification 

Construction: Helical Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM (HDNA) 

Conductor type: Oxygen-Free copper (OFC)  

Insulation:  High-density polyethylene (HDPE) 

Plug contacts:  Silver clad OFC 

Connectors: Silver TubeTM 

Available length:  0.5m & 1.0m,  other lengths to order 

Available terminations:  RCA-RCA & balanced XLR   



Equinox 52 

The Equinox 52 provides amazing value to owners of premium quality AV systems, as it retains the unique performance advantages of 
WireWorld’s Eclipse Series, for a price that fits a wide range of systems. 

The Equinox 52 features WireWorld’s unique Helical Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM cable design and utilises  Silver TubeTM plugs for 
optimum connectivity. The Equinox is also available as balanced XLR. 

“The first thing to strike me was good rhythm and timing on offer, allied to a firm, crisp, upbeat character, with clean percussive bass 
lines, a very neutral midrange – particularly evident on vocals –  and well  balanced , high definition treble.”  (Equinox interconnect) 

“In view of their overall balance of quality they now help to set the standard in their price ranges and will certainly be joining my 
reference cable library.” 
Hi-Fi News & RR, June 2004  
(Joint review of Atlantis speaker cable & Equinox interconnect) 

"...There’s certainly plenty of information, and the treble is particularly praiseworthy for its smooth and unfussy extension.  With full-
bodied and clear bass too, it’s well worth a punt." 
Audiofile Essentials 
Hi-Fi Choice - Awards Issue, Dec ‘04 

Specification 

Construction: Helical Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM (HDNA) 

Conductor type: Ohno Continuous Cast copper (OCC Cu)  

Insulation:  High-density polyethylene (HDPE) 

Plug contacts:  Silver clad OFC 

Connectors: Silver TubeTM 

Available length:  0.5m & 1.0m,  other lengths to order 

Available terminations:  RCA-RCA & balanced XLR   



 
 
 
 
 

Eclipse 52 

Utilizing the same world-class design as the Silver and Gold Eclipse cables, Eclipse 52 is the cable for those who refuse to 
compromise when it comes to preserving the natural timbre of instruments and voices. 

The Eclipse 52 features WireWorld’s unique Helical Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM cable design and utilises  Silver TubeTM plugs for 
optimum connectivity. 

The Eclipse is also available as balanced XLR. 

Specification 

Construction: Helical Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM (HDNA) 

Conductor type: Ohno Continuous Cast copper (OCC Cu)  

Insulation:  Teflon 

Plug contacts:  Silver clad OFC 

Connectors: Silver TubeTM 

Available length:  0.5m & 1.0m,  other lengths to order 

Available terminations:  RCA-RCA & balanced XLR   
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Silver Eclipse 52 

Second only to the Gold Eclipse 52, in its preservation of sonic textures and dynamics, Silver Eclipse 52 is the cable for listeners who 
demand pristine fidelity from their high- end component systems. 

The Silver Eclipse 52 features WireWorld’s unique Helical Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM cable design and utilises Silver TubeTM 
plugs for optimum connectivity. 

The Silver Eclipse is also available as balanced XLR. 

Specification 

Construction: Helical Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM (HDNA) 

Conductor type: Ohno Continuous Cast silver-clad copper (OCC Ag copper) 

Insulation:  Teflon 

Plug contacts:  Silver clad OFC 

Connectors: Silver TubeTM 

Available length:  0.5m & 1.0m,  other lengths to order 

Available terminations:  RCA-RCA & balanced XLR   
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Gold Eclipse 52 

Gold Eclipse 52 is the cable for perfectionists with elite reference standard audio systems. Supremely transparent, with breathtaking 
dynamics and holographic imaging, Gold Eclipse provides the closest sound to the ultimate purity of a direct connection. 

The Gold Eclipse 52 features WireWorld’s unique Helical Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM cable design and utilises Silver TubeTM plugs 
for optimum connectivity. 

 
Specifications 

Construction: Helical Delineated Neutralizing ArrayTM  (HDNA) 

Conductor type: Ohno Continuous Cast solid silver (OCC Au) 

Insulation:  Teflon 

Plug contacts:  Silver clad OFC 

Connectors: Silver TubeTM 

Available lengths:  0.5m & 1.0m,  other lengths to order 

Available terminations:   RCA-RCA & balanced XLR   
 
 
 
 
 



 

  
Description 

Conductor 
material 

Insulator Cable design Plug 

Gold Eclipse 52 
 

Gold Eclipse 52 is the cable 
for perfectionists with elite 
reference standard audio 
systems. 
Read more 

OCC solid 
silver 

Teflon® HDNATM Silver TubeTM or XLR 

Silver Eclipse 52 
 

Second only to the Gold 
Eclipse 52, in its 
preservation of sonic 
textures and dynamics… 
Read more 

OCC silver-
clad copper 

Teflon® HDNATM Silver TubeTM or XLR 

Eclipse 52 
 

Utilizing the same world-
class design as the Silver 
and Gold Eclipse cables… 
Read more 

OCC 
copper 

Teflon® HDNATM Silver TubeTM or XLR 

Equinox 
52  

The Equinox 52 provides 
amazing value to owners of 
premium quality AV 
systems… 
Read more 

OCC 
copper 

HDPE HDNATM Silver TubeTM or XL 

Oasis 52 
 

Oasis 52 is the least 
expensive cable that utilizes 
Wireworld’s superior Helical 
DNA cable design… 
Read more 

Oxygen-
Free copper 

HDPE HDNATM Silver TubeTM or XLR 



Solstice 52 

 

The Solstice 52 utilizes 
silver-clad OFC conductors 
in WireWorld’s unique Flat 
DNA cable design… 
Read more 

OFC silver-
clad 

HDPE FDNA Gold TubeTM 

Luna 52 

 

With the highest quality 
materials and most 
advanced design in its price 
range…. 
Read more 

Oxygen-
Free copper 

HDPE FDNA Gold TubeTM 

Terra 52 

 

Terra 52 interconnects take 
the dynamic sound of 
WireWorld’s Flat DNA cable 
design… 
Read more 

    

 


